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ARDXC Officials and Addresses 
Committee 
Officers: Tony Magon (President), Robert Fitzgerald (Vice-
President), John Wright (Secretary), Geoffrey Wright (Treasurer) 
Ordinary Committee Members: David Brown, John Sanderson, 
Dennis Allen, Denis Smithson. 
Correspondence for Committee: John Wright, 71 Hilton Ave, 
Roselands NSW 2196. 
 
Annual Membership Fees (from 1/7/2013): 
All prices quoted in Australian dollars and include GST. 
Australia $62 (Student under 18yo $31); 
NZ, Pacific & Asia $84; Rest of the World $98; 
Family Membership $10 
Email only membership $20 Australia (or US $20 overseas) 
Email + Hard Copy Membership $70 Australia 
Sample copies of the ADXN are available for $5 (or equivalent) 
from John Wright, 71 Hilton Avenue, Roselands, NSW, 2196. 
Email inquiries can be directed to dxer1234@gmail.com 
 

 
Editorial Deadlines & Addresses 

Next deadlines: 
August 2019 (Issue 627): Friday 2 August 2019 
August 2019 (Issue 628): Friday 30 August 2019 
 
SW Trail, On Air and Editorial 
Craig Seager, 12 Pellion Place, Windradyne, NSW, 2795 
(email: shango12@gmail.com) 
Broadcast Band/FM/The Listening Post 
John Wright, 71 Hilton Ave, Roselands NSW 2196. 
(email: dxer1234@gmail.com) 
Utility 
John Volpato, PO Box 247, Deakin West, ACT 2600. 
(email: john@volpato.net) 
Amateur 
Bob Ronai, (email: vk2bob@gmail.com) 

 

News from Club HQ (with John Wright) 

 
It’s renewal time. The overseas pdf members due to my 
illness of a very nasty bug and infections will send out the 
renewals in the next week or so, so no panic. 
 
As been laid flat for weeks haven’t had the strength to do 
anything. Even football has suffered. 
 
Sydney AGM in late October will be at Roppers Crossing 
near St Mary’s in Sydney’s west. Due to the kindness of 
Denis Smithson. Apparently we have a hall to play in. 
Roppers Crossing has the latest in train stations, I said this 
because of David Brown he loves trains as did Ian Stanley 
who passed away a few years ago in Victoria.  
 
Also, my brother Geoff, who is not my brother, loves looking 
for seat belts in trains. No sport, you’re not on a plane! I still 
think this was one of the humours moments in travel of the 
club to the Broken Hill AGM!  
 
So, all you blokes in the western suburbs and the sandstone 
cliffs we are now 1 hour closer to you for the AGM. 
 
Volunteer needed to provide 10 minutes of programming to 
send to Radio 4KZ Innisfail 531, also on 5055 kHz and 1611 
in the gulf 873 and many other FM stations in the network.  

 
Pay is zero and you’re helping this club to go to air at 1115 
UTC, that’s 9.15pm in the Eastern states, on a Sunday 
night. 
 
Branch Meetings 
Last Brisbane meeting 8th June, attended by Martin & Anne 
Hadlow, Chris & Lynn Martin, Ray & Raewyn Crawford, Ron 
& Hazel Everingham, John & Colleen Smith, Apologies, Rob 
Shepherd and John Bastable. A cool and wet day had us 
staying inside, was great to catch up with everyone. Next 
Meeting to be advised. John Smith. 
 
Unique Radio Monday nights 1000 UTC 5045 USB World at 
your fingertips. Special QSL available. JW 
 

China says it has a long-range radar that can 
spot U.S. stealth aircraft at over-the-horizon 
distances 
 
Jun 12th, 2019 
BEIJING – China reportedly has developed an over-the-
horizon maritime early warning radar system that its creator 
claims can detect stealth aircraft far beyond visual range, an 
advanced capability that could threaten U.S. fifth-generation 
fighters operating in the area. Business Insider reports.  
 
The Military & Aerospace Electronics take: 
 
12 June 2019 -- Liu Yongtan, the team leader for the radar 
project, says the radar can detect enemy air and naval 
threats hundreds of kilometres away in any weather 
condition. The 83-year-old creator says the radar is also 
immune to anti-radiation missiles, which track the point of 
origin for electromagnetic waves. 
 
Western experts argue that this type of long-range radar has 
limitations that prevent it from being the death of a fifth-
generation fighter like the F-35 Lightning II Joint Strike 
Fighter. Major drawbacks include low resolution and lack of 
a real-time target-grade track, and imprecise fixes that are 
inadequate for targeting anti-aircraft missiles. 

 
 
The U.S. military has developed this kind of high-frequency 
radar before, in the 1980s-vintage Over The Horizon-
Backscatter (OTH-B) radar, and the Navy's Relocatable 
Over-the-Horizon Radar (ROTHR) systems. Over-the-
horizon radar bounces HF radio waves off the Ionosphere 
similar to shortwave radio. 
(Military and Aerospace Electronics) 
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    Shortwave Trail 
 Our monthly roundup of members’ loggings edited by Craig Seager 

 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com 
 
3925 Nikkei 1, Nemuro. Heard with a JJ talk at 1158 on 

24/6. A fair level, a steady signal, but the noise 
was ****** annoying! (Allen) 

3945 R.Nikkei 2, Chiba-Nagara. Fair level reception at 
1155 with a strange-sounding JJ song which 
seemed to be half singing and half talking. Still, it 
was quite pleasant to listen to! Heard on 24/6 
(Allen). 

4840 WWCR, Nashville TN. English with either 
Overcomer Ministry, some nutcase called Alex 
Jones (Infowars?) or other idiosyncratic 
nonsense, fading in around 0400 (2pm here!) 
through to past 0600. 21/6 (Wagner) 

4905 Xizang PBS, Lhasa. Indigenous songs and 
telephone talk-back in Tibetan at 2135. Good 
signal and // 4920 and 6130 also heard, 13/6 
(Wagner) 

4930 VoA via Selebi-Phikwe. Good in EE to SAf on 
21/6 at 2052 (Adams). 

4940 V. of The Strait, Fuzhou. Fair reception of a CC 
talk at 1013 on 11/6 (Allen). 

4949.7 R.Nacional de Angola, Mulenvos. Pop music 
programming and Portuguese anncts at 2120. 
Always a weak signal here these days, but great 
to see it hanging on until its wintertime f/out around 
2255 (8:55am here!!), 13/6 (Wagner). 

4960 VoA via Pinheira. Hausa to WAf at 2050, poor on 
21/6 (Adams). 

5010 R.Madagasikara, Antananarivo. Pleased to hear 
this in Malagasy, poor at 2056 on 21/6. A very long 
time since I heard this station (Adams). 

5020 SIBC, Honiara. English at 0715, good on 5/6. Also 
heard at 2058 on 21/6, only fair (Adams). Thanks 
to Ron Howard's log, i found SIBC leaving their 
carrier on long after the listed 1200* @ 1320, 
1406+ 10 & 11/6..weak but clear with 
'programming' at least as entertaining as what's 
found on WBCQ/WTWW. (Sheedy) 

5025 R.Rebelde, Bauta. Spanish f/in 0415 to 0600. 
21/6 (Wagner). ♠Cuban music px. SS. Fair only. 
0837, 23/6 (Brennan). ♠Good in SS at 0717 on 5/6 
(Adams). 

5040 R.Habana, Bauta. Spanish programming at 0545. 
Isn’t this supposed to be English at this time? 
Probably a programming stuff-up! A good signal 
and reasonable audio at 3:45pm local here, good 
60mb winter DX reception! Suddenly off-air just 
before 0500. 14/6. And again on 15/6, Spanish to 
CAm f/in 0350 (time varies!) to 0500. Then English 
0500 to s/off 0600. (Wagner) 

5055 Radio 4KZ, Innisfail QLD. When I'm listening to 
DX out in the bush, I can hear this at 0200 
(midday!) with a very weak signal and continuing 
on through to the evening. The signal improves 

from around 0630 in mid-winter here. For the rest 
of the year, 4KZ doesn't normally fade in here until 
after 0800. 21/6 (Wagner) 

5085 WTWW, Lebanon TN. English to NAm, 0400-
0600. 21/6 (Wagner) 

5130 Bishkek, Sedaye Zindagi.(=Sound of Life, acc to 
their info) on 5/6 at *1550 starting w songs & at 
1601 talk presumed in Dari (Pankov*). 

5830 WTWW, Lebanon TN. American preaching 0500-
0600. 19/6 (Wagner) 

5875 BBC, Woofferton. Arabic to EAf s/on 0300-0400, 
weak signal. 20/6 (Wagner). ♠Winter Solstice 
annual transmission to Antarctica. Poor in EE at 
2136 to the BBC’s smallest audience on 21/6.  
Only fair at 2151. See also 7360 and 9455 
(Adams).    

5900 Overcomer Ministry, Kostinbrod. In English 
0230-0400, weak signal. 15/6 (Wagner) 

590 Echo of Unification, Pyongyang. Heard at 1211 
on 4/6 with a KK talk before some music. Subdued 
audio with some slight noise (Allen). 

5915 NBC, Lusaka. Radio 1 service at 2030 with a 
commentary in one of the many local languages. 
A rather poor signal at that time. However, I came 
back to the frequency at 2250 with non-stop local 
African dance music and an occasional annct, and 
later still at 2325 (9:25am here!) to find it still 
cranking it out. Nothing heard from CRI’s English 
to SAs which was scheduled to s/on at 2300. I had 
to leave the radio for a while but got back at 2350 
to find Zambia had finally faded and a weak CRI 
signal. Ron Howard advises that Zambia 
sometimes runs 24 hours. 13/6. (Wagner). ♠Local 
dialect and Afro music at 2040, good on 2040 
(Adams). ♠ ZNBC, Lusaka.  Talks in vernaculars 
2214, fair on 29/6 (Seager-P) 

5915 UNIDENTIFIED. A weak carrier noted around 
0525, faded by 0605. Occasional wisps of music 
and anncts. 22/6. (Wagner). My bet would be 
Zambia. Has been heard before, rarely, via LP -cs 

5925 VoA, Moepeng Hill. English to Af at 0300-0500. 
21/6 (Wagner) 

5925 Vo Vietnam, Xuan Mai. The s/on for this appears 
in various lists at 2145, so I missed it by seven 
minutes (noting it from 2152). The Network 2 
service in Vietnamese with some type of 
commentary. At equally poor level was the ever-
present co-channel CNR 5. Interestingly, Beijing 
faded out around 2225 leaving Xuan Mai (which is 
further to the west and just emerging from sunrise) 
for a few minutes by itself. Usually, we hear the 
higher-powered Beijing dominating the frequency 
past 2230, but not this day. 13/6 (Wagner) 

5930 R.Algerienne, Issoudun. Qur’an at 2230 to WAf, 
fair signal, 13/6. (Wagner) 

file:///E:/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/Oztrail%20Columns/2014/shango12@gmail.com
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5930 BBC, Moosbrunn. Dari to Afghanistan 0040 to 
f/out 0050, weak signal. 20/6 (Wagner) 

5935 WWCR, Nashville TN. American hell-fire 
preaching at 0430 to 0600. 20/6 (Wagner). ♠Dr 
Gene Scott, religious talk in EE. Fair 0842, 23/6 
(Brennan) 

5935 Shiokaze/Sea Breeze, Yamata. Back here with 
no jamming (yet) but moshing up XPBS, 1332+ 
11/6. (Sheedy) 

5939.65 R.Voz Missionária, Camboriú SC. The Brazilian 
signals have been terribly poor this year, so I was 
surprised to hear this at 2232 (8:32am here). 
Multiple announcers, Portuguese talks and music 
stings, including a reference to Brazil at 2236. I 
had to check with the KiwiSDR located south of 
Sāo Paulo to convince myself that I was actually 
hearing Voz M. Sure enough, there it was! Here, 
the signal faded away by 2247. This is one of 
those all-darkness Antarctic signal paths that we 
used to hear annually at mid-winter in Melbourne, 
but which just haven’t been propagating in the past 
few seasons. Unfortunately, no other Brazilian 
channels were audible at that time on 13/6. 
(Wagner) 

5945 R.New Zealand Int. Rangitaiki. Talk and music in 
EE.  Excellent reception 0854, 23/6 (Brennan) 

5950 WRMI, Okeechobee FL. Supreme Master TV 
program at 0732. The show was in English but I 
didn’t have a clue what it was they were talking 
about! Airy fairy stuff, I suspect! I guess I lack 
enlightenment……  But I DID hear the ID and 
frequency anncts at 0735. A weak signal and 
heavy adjacent channel QRM from New Zealand 
5945, so listening was better in USB. 13/6. And 
again on June 14 at the earlier time of 0535 with 
long station frequency and mode anncts. Then a 
female voice with an Australian accent talking 
about a donation to a particular cause in 
India!!…..and I could easily understand her, too! 
(Wagner) 

5950 RAE Argentina, Okeechobee FL. S/on 0800 
after Supreme Master TV and WRMI ID. Japanese 
programming beamed to WNAm and scheduled 
Tues through Sat. Fair to poor signal here, but I 
checked on the WNAm Kiwi SDRs and it was very 
strong there. However, barely audible at the 
Japanese Kiwi SDR locations. 13/6. (Wagner) 

5959.88 R.Kuwait, Sulaibiyah. Surprised to hear Arabic to 
ME, f/in 0305 to f/out 0420. Not previously heard 
at this time and was confirmed on the Qatar 
KiwiSDR. Listed as 250 kW into a non-directional 
antenna. Weak signal throughout on 22/6. 
(Wagner) 

5960 CRI via Cërrik. English to Eu on 21/6, only fair 
under Voice of Turkey in Turkish to ME at 2044 
(Adams). 

5970 VoA via Pinheira. Good in Hausa to WAf at 2036 
on 21/6 (Adams). 

5970 WEWN, Vandiver AL. Spanish to SAm 0430 to 
0600. 21/6 (Wagner) 

5980 R.Martí, Greenville NC. Spanish to Cuba 2230 to 
past 0100. 20/6 (Wagner). ♠SS talk. Fair 0912, 
23/6 (Brennan) 

5985 WRMI, Okeechobee FL. S/on 0330 with different 
programs that vary on a daily basis. 15/6 (Wagner) 

5985 R.Japan, Okeechobee FL. Spanish to CAm 
0400-0430. 15/6 (Wagner) 

5985 CRI, Cërrik. Arabic to NAf at 0530, fair signal, 14/6 
(Wagner) 

5985 Vatican R., SMG. CC pxing 2218, talks, fair, 29/6 
(Seager-P) 

5995 Echo of Hope, Kujang. KK talk. Good 0957, 23/6 
(Brennan). ♠Poor in Korean at 0701, 5/6 (Adams). 

6000 R.Habana, Quivican. English to ENAm at 0420 to 
0600. 18/6 (Wagner) 

6020 VoVietnam, Buon Me Thuot, Đắk Lắk Province. 
First noted the Network 4 programming with talks 
at f/in 0910 but a very weak signal. I returned at 
1050 with a somewhat stronger signal to hear 
lovely Vietnamese ballads featuring a female 
singer accompanied by traditional instruments. A 
change of tone at 1100 with a martial music theme 
and then into what I assumed was a news bulletin. 
Some lists incorrectly say the language is 
Vietnamese. Not accurate! A variety of minority 
languages can be heard here including Bana, 
Ede, Giarai, H’Mong, K’Hor, Sedang and M’Nong. 
Buon Me Thuot city is located in the region known 
as the Central Highlands of Vietnam and is famous 
for coffee beans. The region is home to a number 
of indigenous minorities, so Network 4 caters for 
these citizens. This is one of the two lower-
powered VoV outlets running 20 kW. The other 20 
kW outlet is 7210 kHz, which is also Buon Me 
Thuot but that carries Network 1 programs. 14/6 
(Wagner) 

6020 CRI, Cërrik. Mandarin to ENAm 0200-0400, good 
signal. 15/6 (Wagner) 

6030 R.Martí, Greenville NC. Heard from 0000 
(10:00am here) right through the day in Spanish to 
Cuba. Weak signal at first but mostly at a fair level 
to past 0600. 19/6 (Wagner) 

6040 RRI, Tiganesti. English to WNAm 0300-0357. 
Good signal. 15/6 (Wagner) 

6040 R.Romania Int in EE on 10/6 from 0339 w/px 
Listeners Letterbox (it is one from all three their 
mailbag prgrs weekly)(Pankov*). 

6045 National Unity Radio, 'Dushanbe'.  Yay! The NK 
jammer off doing mischief somewhere else today, 
leaving NUR's cheerful KR programming nice & 
clear..1320+ 11/6 (Sheedy) 

6050 R.Algerienne. Arabic to CAf at 0400-0500, good 
signal. 21/6 (Wagner) 

6055 R.Nikkei 1, Chiba Nigara. JJ talk. Good 0928, 
23/6 (Brennan) 

6060 Sichuan PBS-2, new ID, at 1200, 1230 and 1300 
UTC. Multi-language IDs; "Sìchuān mínzú 
guǎngbò, Sichuan Ethnic Radio." Assume in 
ethnic languages; // 7225. My audio at 
http://bit.ly/2XAMXLd. 27/6 (Howard*)         

6070 CFRX, Toronto. A discussion on hypnotism at 
0715. The higher pitched female voice was cutting 
through the noise better than the lower pitched 
male interviewer. Still hearing this station during 
our winter DX season, but the reception has so far 
been very poor compared to past years. Pity! 
Steve Canney near Toronto is the very signer for 

http://bit.ly/2XAMXLd
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CFRX and advised me that the transmitter is 
currently putting out 900w into a “spray and pray” 
vertical antenna. 13/6 (Wagner). ♠Only fair in EE 
on 5/6 at 0730 (Adams). 

6080 VoA, Pinheira. English to CAf at 0650 with current 
affairs, a Rolling Stones tune and anncts before 
s/off 0700. Weak signal via the long path, 13/6 
(Wagner) 

6085 Vatican Radio, Tinian. 1248-59* 15/6..VR's 
Saturday-only CH broadcast in fair with Bible 
reading/group responses & hymns--off abruptly 
mid-hymn 1259. (Sheedy) 

6090 Amara State R., Addis Ababa. Always good 
listening with its fabulous local music selections 
and Amharic anncts, at 2037 with a fair signal on 
13/6 (Wagner) 

6090 Caribbean Beacon, Anguilla. American 
preaching at 0903, haven’t heard this in a while, 
good signal, 13/6 (Wagner) 

6100 KCBS, Pyongyang. Korean opera. Good 1005, 
23/6 (Brennan) 

6105 R.Japan, Issoudun. Japanese to CAm 0200-
0400, good signal. 15/6 (Wagner) 

6110 R.Fana, Addis Ababa. A fair signal with local 
music at 2055, a brief annct in the Oromo 
language, then s/off at 2100, revealing a very 
weak Xizang PBS in Lhasa, Tibet. 13/6 (Wagner) 

6115 BBC, Al Seela. English WS 2200-2300. I regularly 
hear 6195 via Kranji but not this parallel freq via Al 
Seela, 19/6. (Wagner). ♠Very strong indeed 
w/sports nx 2218, EE, 29/6 (Seager-P) 

6120 AWR, Moosbrunn. Farsi to Iran 0330, Turkish to 
ME 0400-0430. 15/6 (Wagner) 

6155 AWR, Nauen. French to NAf 0430-0500. 21/6 
(Wagner) 

6155 R.Oesterreich Int’l, Moosbrunn. S/on 0500 in 
German to Eu. 15/6 (Wagner) 

6165 VoT, Emirler. English to ME 0300-0356. 20/6 
(Wagner) 

6165 R.Habana, Bauta. English to CNAm 0400-0600. 
21/6 (Wagner) 

6165 R.Japan, Nauen. Russian to EEu at 0430, poor 
signal, 14/6 (Wagner) 

6170 UnID. 1320-1405+ 11/6..someone in what 
sounded like a SEAs language 
(Thai/Cambodian/Burmese?) with apparently live 
coverage of WWC match (couple echoey W 
announcers, crowd noises & singing)..no break @ 
TOH, just very CNR1-ish 5+1 pips over the play-
by-play. RNZI is usually heard here after 1300 in 
EG, so maybe them doing something 'mysto' for 
the World Cup? (Sheedy) 

6180 RRI, Galbeni. Romanian to SEu 0400-0457. 21/6 
(Wagner) 

6180 R.Romania Actualitati (=R.R.Topical)- it is 1st 
their Home Svce in Romanian on 17/6 at 0420 
w/the song “Summer Wine” –original version sung 
by S.J. Hokom & Lee Hazelwood //several MW 
freqs(Pankov*). 

6185 R.Educación, México City. Noted with a very 
early f/in 0400 to s/off just after 0500 (varies). It 
was a weak signal and never really improved 
throughout the observation period. This is the 
earliest I have ever heard it fade in, but especially 

considering it was at home in the Mount Evelyn 
radio shack! Noted on June 22 and only ever a 
mid-winter DX signal for just several weeks of the 
year. If it stayed on the air for an extra 2-3 hours, 
the station would be much easier to hear. 
(Wagner) 

6185 China Huayi BC, Chengdu. Heard with a CC 
discussion after a song at 1020, 11/6. Fair 
reception with slight noise and fading (Allen). 

6185 CRI via Cërrik. Only fair in Arabic to NAF at 2030, 
21/6 (Adams). 

6195 R.Japan, Cypress Creek SC. Spanish to SAm 
0400-0430. 21/6 (Wagner) 

7205 R.Republic of Sudan, Al-Aitahab. Arabic to EAf, 
f/in 0435 with mainly Sudanese popular-styled 
music selections and Arabic anncts. We only ever 
hear this for several weeks in mid-winter, and it 
never got to any comfortable listening signal level. 
F/out around 0530 (which is 7:30am Sudan time), 
22/6. (Wagner) 

7260 CRI, Kashi. 2330-0030 in Sinhala to Sri Lanka. 
Nothing heard from the co-channel PBS Xinjiang-
Urumqi. 20/6 (Wagner) 

7280 Voice of Vietnam, Sontay. Spanish to Eu on 
21/5, good at 2110 (Adams). 

7290 IRRS via Saftica. (based in Ireland, studio in Italy 
&tx in Romania) on 16/6 from 1817 w/Christian px 
in EE presented by Japanese Mrs. Mieko Nakihira 
(Pankov*). 

7300 BBC, Woofferton. English WS to SAs 0000-0100. 
Weak signal and only heard during mid-winter. 
20/6 (Wagner) 

7315 WHRI, Cypress Creek SC. English 0240-0400 
fair. 21/6 (Wagner) 

7315 Vo Vietnam, Cypress Creek SC. English to SAm 
0000-0030, weak signal but discernible in the 
noise. Changed to Spanish at 0030 until 0100. 
20/6 (Wagner) 

7325 Wantok Radio Light, Port Moresby. Fair in EE 
with “How Great Thou Art” hymn at 0335 on 
18/6 (Adams). 

7335 R.Martí, Greenville NC. Spanish to Cuba 0200-
0600. 15/6 (Wagner) 

7345 BBC, Woofferton. English to WAf s/on 0500 to 
0600. 21/6 (Wagner). ♠English to WAf at 0640, fair 
on 5/6 (Adams). 

7345 R.Marti, Greenville. Fading in at 0348, poor in SS 
on 18/8, //7335 Greenville barely audible (Adams). 

7350 CRI, Kashi. English to Eu at 0035. Fair signal. 
21/6 (Wagner) 

7360 BBC via Ascension. Antarctic Midwinter 
Broadcast presented by Cerys Matthews to the 
staff of the British Antarctic Survey in EE on 21/6. 
Good at 2130 sign on, improved to very good at 
2145 (Adams). 

7360 BBC, Kostinbrod. Farsi to Iran 0230-0330. 21/6 
(Wagner) 

7365 R.Martí, Greenville NC. Spanish to Cuba 0200 to 
s/off 0300, changes to 7435 kHz. Then it returns 
to this freq from 0500. 15/6 (Wagner) 

7375 RRI, Tiganesti. English to WNAm 0300-0357. 
Good. 15/6 (Wagner) 
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7385 WHRI, Cypress Creek SC. English to WNAm 
0300-0400. 15/6 (Wagner). ♠Poor in EE on 18/6 at 
0346 (Adams). 

7415 R.Ndarason Int. via Ascension. Fair in Kanuri to 
WAf on 5/6, 0651 (Adams). 

7420 PBS Nei Menggu, Hohhot. Mainly noisy with 
clear patches now and then enabling me to hear a 
CC commentary before a music break at 1015, 
24/6 (Allen).  

7435 R.Martí, Greenville NC. Spanish to Cuba s/on 
0300-0500. 15/6 (Wagner) 

7470 YHWH. 27/6 at 0323, anti-Christ pirate at S9, 
checked after tip a few minutes ago from Walt 
Salmaniw, BC, that this was strongest ever for him 
in BC. Pretty good signal here, but modulation 
level fades quite a bit, or even cuts down and up, 
independent of signal strength fades while 
watching the S-meter (Hauser*) 

7480 YHWH (religious 'pirate'). 0408-0458* 8/6, 0431-
33* 11/6. Josiah-Elias with his usual anti-
Christian/____________ (fill in the blank) 
monolog, closing with the (in)famous "creepy 
song" ("Days of Hard Life" by Lace). (Sheedy) 

7485 YHWH (religious 'pirate'). 0443, 0510+ 14/6. Up 
5 kHz today & on somewhat longer as well. Signal 
fair-good with none of the usual deep 'fade-to-
black' QSB noted during past logs. (Sheedy) 

7485 BBC, Grigoriopol. Farsi to Iran 0230-0300, good 
signal. 21/6 (Wagner) 

7570 WRMI, Okeechobee FL. Overcomer Ministry 
0300-0500 English to WNAm. 21/6 (Wagner). 
♠English to WNA on 18/6, poor at 0350 (Adams). 

7730 WRMI, Okeechobee FL. Overcomer Ministry 
English 0200-0400. 21/6 (Wagner) 

9100 Echo of Hope, Seoul. Good in Korean at 2034 
over jammer on 21/6 (Adams) 

9265 WINB. UT Friday 28/6 at 0232, Ray Robinson 
talking about David Sarnoff, so this must be `AWR 
Wavescan` as now scheduled on WINB; also 
Mondays at 2100 (Hauser*) 

9330.18 WBCQ, Monticello ME. Bro Stair with American 
preaching at 0610. Where are the watts? Is this 
the new txer/ant in operation or the old setup? 
Who knows? Surely the old transmitter! Not a loud 
signal! And sitting on the high end of the registered 
frequency. Their website is pretty much out of date 
and the Facebook site is worse. 14/6. And noted 
again on 21/6. But where it was way-off frequency 
last week at 9330.18 kHz, this time it was dead on 
9330 kHz at 0430 UTC. Listened to a program 
featuring much waffle (and some dis-
information...!) about problems with radio 
frequency interference. Because they got it on the 
exact frequency, surely THIS must be the new 
transmitter? But it doesn't sound like it is at full 
power yet! A fair to good signal at the time, which 
is OK considering the station is not aiming its 
carrier at Australia! (Wagner). ♠Big signal for their 
‘Super station’ test according to their Facebook 
post, non-stop music mix from t/in at 0709 without 
anncts, playing everything from AC/DC thru to 
Steely Dan. (23/6). I haven’t heard this station for 
years! Good reception of “Barbecue Radio” with 
an ID after a rowdy group discussion about a 

drunken car ride! Heard at 0634 on 17/6 (Allen). 
♠1043 16/6. English. Monticello. Rlg rant 
(Emmanuel). 

9410 BBC via Talata- Volonondry. English to SAf at 
0513, barely audible on 6/6 (Adams). 

9420 Avlis, Greece. 6/6 at 0257 w/Nat. Anthem, pips at 
0300, again playing the National Anthem, ID 
“Helleniki Radiophonia”& nx in Greek//MWs 
(Pankov*). 

9455 BBC, Woofferton. Special Broadcast in EE to the 
scientist and staff over wintering at the Antarctic 
bases. Only fair at 2133 on 21/6. Good at 2144 
(Adams). 

9545 SIBC. 0423-0459*, on the air again after a long 
absence; poor reception; mostly pop songs. Very 
nice to have them back again! 28/6 and also on 
29/6, with 0459* (Howard*)  

9555 R.Free Asia via Al Dhabbaya. A steady signal 
just audible through the noise at 2303, 12/6, with 
a Tibetan talk with bursts of music (Allen). 

9635 Voice of Vietnam, Hanoi-Sontay. 1027 6/6. OK 
signal (Emmanuel). 

9650 Voice of Korea, Kujang. 1050 10/6. Japanese. 
Weak signal (Emmanuel). 

9655 RFI, Issoudun. Barely audible in Swahili to EAf on 
6/6 at 0448 (Adams). 

9663.99 R.Voz Missionária. 27/6 at 0035, Brazuguese 
talk. Has sunk to a new low. Nominal 9665, for 
months has been about halfway down to 9664, or 
circa 9664.4, but now below 9664.0 (Hauser*) 

9665 KCBS, Kanggye. Fair with domestic service in 
Korean at 0446 on 6/6 (Adams). 

9685 KNLS, Anchor Point. 1020 10/6. Chinese. 
Readable with difficulty (Emmanuel). 

9700 RNZ, Rangitaiki. Tui tuning signal, time pips at 
*0459, good in EE with news regarding a shortage 
of the Flu vaccine on 6/6 (Adams).  

9705 Xinjang PBS, Urumqi. Only fair with Kyrgyz 
service at 0432, 6/6 (Adams). 

9720 Sri Lanka BC, Trincomalee. Quite strong here 
with only slight noise and fading. Heard with a 
Tamil song at 1122 on 24/6 (Allen). 

9735 R Taiwan Int., Paochung. 1020 2/6. Chinese. OK 
signal (Emmanuel). 

9760 R.Romania International, Galbeni. A weak 
signal and mainly noisy but clear at times. Heard 
with a SS talk at 2312 on 12/6 (Allen). 

9790 RFI, Issoudun. French to CAf on 6/6, barely 
audible at 0503 (Adams). 

9815 VoA via Pinheira. Barely audible in Kirundi to EAf 
at 0505, 6/6 (Adams). 

9825 WHRI, Cypress Creek. English to ME at 0507. 
Barely audible on 6/6 (Adams). 

9825 BBC via Kostinbrod. Fading in at 0404 in Farsi 
to Iran on 18/6.Poor at 0412 (Adams). 

9865 AIR, Bengalaru. 1054 16/6. Hindi. Poor signal. 
Recognisable (Emmanuel). 

9885 VoA via Pinheira.  Zimbabwean to Zimbabwe at 
0410, poor on 18/6 (Adams). 

9860 NHK via Santa Maria di Galeria. English to WAf 
on 6/6, good at 0509 (Adams). 

9920 Radio Teos. Studio in St Petersburg Russia, tx in 
Philippines via FEBC on 2/6 at *1500-1530 in RR 
& at 1530-1559* in Ukrainian (Pankov*). 
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11620 All India Radio. EE on 24/6 at 1930-1941 w/px 
Faithfully Yours Mailbag (Pankov*). 

11665 RTM Wai FM, Kajang. Fair but noisy reception of 
a Malay discussion at 2323, 12/6 (Allen). 

11700 RFI, Issoudun. French to East Africa at 0400-
0500, NF (ex 9620). A weak signal sitting under 
the much stronger co-channel R. Habana, 21/6 
(Wagner) 

11760 RHC, Bauta. Spanish service to Am at 2112, only 
fair on 21/6 (Adams). 

11780 R.Nacional da Amazonia, Brasilia. Poor in 
Portuguese at 2123 on 21/6 (Adams). 

11825 BBC via Tinang. Good reception of EE to E and 
SE Asia with an ID for BBC World Service and 
Programme details. A good reception with some 
slight noise and fading at 2331 on 12/6 (Allen). 

11905 SLBC. Vernaculars, reactivated, on 4/6 at 0220 w 
native songs and ID, scheduled *0114-0229* 
(Pankov*). 

11995 VoA via Selebi- Phikwe. Kinyarwanda/Kirundi 
service to EAf at 0501, good on 18/6 (Adams). 

12000 RHC. 28/6 at 1218, RHC is S7-S8 here, bonus 
harmonic of 6000, which is S9 to S9+10; while 
6100 with CCI from CRI in Russian if not also 
KCBS Pyongyang; 6100 has no bonus harmonic 
to be heard on 12200! Something`s always wrong 
at RHC (Hauser*) 

12055 FEBC, Bocaue. Good reception of a talk and song 
in the Palaung language at 2343, 12/6 (Allen). 

12095 BBC via Al Seela. Barely audible in AA to EAf on 
6/6 at 0520 (Adams). 

15285 BSKSA, Riyadh. Swahili service to EAf at 0519, 
good on 18/6 (Adams). 

15310 KSDA, Agat. Fair level but noisy reception of a 
talk in the listed Asho Chin language at 2354 on 
12/6 (Allen). 

15360 Mashaal Radio via Udon Thani. Good reception 
of a cheerful-sounding Pashto discussion at 1048 
on 11/6 (Allen). 

15445 Radio Japan (NHK World). JJ on 17/6 at 1706-
1755 w/“Romantiko Concerto” px, this time 
w/evergreens of Paul McCartney & Wings 
(Pankov*). 

15515 R.Kuwait, Sulabiyah. Good in Arabic to FE on 
18/6 at 0515 (Adams). 

15580 VoA via Selebi- Phikwe. English to Af on 18/6, 
good at 0505 (Adams). 

15640 FEBC, Bocaue. Good reception of a Burmese talk 
at 2359, 12/6 (Allen).  

15690 R.Farda via Biblis. Barely audible in Farsi to Iran 
at 0532 on 18/6. A better option is at 0508 from 
Udon Thani which was very good (Adams). 

17485 VOA via Udon Thani. Weak and noisy reception 
of a CC discussion at 1012 on 22/6 (Allen).  

17530 VOA. 27/6 at 1707, VOA news about the 
Democratic debate last night with soundbites, 
good S9+10 signal fading to S7 probably with 
some sporadic-E boost; this is the only known 
English broadcast remaining from Grimesland NC, 
at 1700-1830. 1730 program changes to 
`Reporters` Roundtable` discussing elexions in 
Africa, with African accents (Hauser*) 

17760 Radio Kuwait. In Filipino on 16/6 at 1135 
comment on events in the Gulf, using some words 
in EE (Pankov*). 

 

Contributors: 
 
John Adams, Port Douglas Far North Queensland 
(Sangean ATS-909X  7 Metre Reel Antenna) 
Rumen Pankov, Sofia, Bulgaria (Sony ICF2001D,6 meters 
wire outdoor antenna, thunder struck on Folded Marconi 
ant). 
Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, USA (Etón E1, 
30m long wire) 
Matt Francis, Paddington, NSW (Tecsun PL880, external 
wire) 
Phil Brennan, VK8VWA, Darwin NT (JRC NRD 515, Icom 
IC R75, Wellbrook ALA1530 LNPro). 
Rob Wagner, VK3BVW, Mount Evelyn, VIC (Yaesu FTDX 
3000, Kenwood TS2000, Yaesu FRG100, Kenwood R5000, 
Tecsun PL-680, Horizontal Sky Loop, Double Bazooka 
antennas for 80, 40 and 20 metres, Par EF-SWL End Fed 
antenna, BHI NEIM1031 Digital Noise Eliminating Module, 
MFJ-1026 Noise Cancelling Module, ATU). 
Dennis Allen, Milperra NSW (Icom R75, Realistic DX-160, 
Longwires) 
Dan Sheedy, Moonlight Beach, CA, USA (PL380/6m X 
wire) 
Bob Emmanuel, Blackheath NSW (Icom-7300) 
Glenn Hauser, Enid OK USA (JRC NRD-545 with 

Wellbrook ALA-330S; Icom R-75, Tecsun PL-880, Radio 

Shack DX-398, Grundig Yacht Boy 400, with random wires; 

Grundig G8) 

Craig Seager, VK2HBT, Bathurst NSW (Perseus SDR, JRC 

NRD-545, Airspy HF+, DX Engineering Preamp, Wellbrook 

feeder isolator, Icom IC-756 Pro, Loop Skywire, Home-

made Loop with LZ1AQ amplifier, Wellbrook ALA1530-

LNPro) 

 

DXPedition Items: 

Seager-P = Craig Seager, Pt. Plomer, Limeburners Creek 

National Park, NSW with W6LVP Loop, EWE,  Airspy HF+ 

and JRC NRD-545. 

 

*   Denotes listener outside of Australia 

  Digital mode  

    Editor’s hot choice        (CS) ¥
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   On Air 
 

The Latest News from the Shortwave Bands  
edited by Craig Seager 
 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com
                                   

BRAZIL  
5939.7, Voz Missionaria, Camboriú, 2050-2103, 18-06, 
Portuguese, religious comments. 24322. // 9664.2. 
 
6135.1, Radio Aparecida, Aparecida, 2040-2055, 18-06, 
Portuguese, religious comments. 24322. // 9630.4. 
 
9630.4, Radio Aparecida, Aparecida, 2041-2056, 18-06, 
Portuguese, religious comments, id. “Rede Aparecida de 
Radio”, “Nossa Senhora Aparecida”. 34433. 
 
9664.2, Voz Missionaria, Camboriú, 2046-2058, 18-06, 
Portuguese, religious comments. 34433. 
 
9818.3, Radio 9 de Julho, São Paulo, 2021-2033, 17-06, 
Portuguese, religious comments. 14321. 
 
11895, Radio Boa Vontade, Porto Alegre, 2045-2056, 18-
06, Portuguese, religious comments. 14311  
(Manuel Méndez, Lugo, Spain, Logs in Reinante, Tecsun S-
8800, cable antenna, 8 meters, WOR iog via DXLD) 
 

CHINA  
Frequency changes of CNR-1 in DRM mode effective June 
18: 
https://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2019/06/frequency-
changes-of-cnr-1-in-drm-mode.html 
Viz.: 
 
0100-0300 NF 17790 KUN 030 kW / 032 deg to EaAs 
Chinese, ex 15250 
0300-0700 NF 21550 KUN 030 kW / 032 deg to EaAs 
Chinese, ex 15250 
0700-0900 NF 17790 KUN 030 kW / 032 deg to EaAs 
Chinese, ex 15250 
0900-1100 NF  9540 KUN 030 kW / 032 deg to EaAs 
Chinese, ex 15250 
But on June 19 no signal on old 15250 & on new 17790, 
21550, 9540 
(Ivo Ivanov, SWLDXBulgaria News June 19, DX 
LISTENING DIGEST) 
 

DENMARK   
For several weeks there has been a problem with the aerial 
for World Music Radio (WMR) 5840 kHz meaning that the 
power on 5840 had to be reduced to some 25-40 W, and 
more recently - after a lightning strike - WMR has been off 
air on 5840 during weekdays  due to problems with the audio 
feed. Thursday June 27 everything was fixed  and WMR is 
back on the air on 5840 kHz with full power (100 W) and 
again 24 hrs a day seven days a week  
 
The transmissions on 15805 have also suffered from some 
problems, but is now also back on the air as from today 
Saturday June 29. Power is 200 W into a half wave dipole. 

Transmissions on 15805 kHz are weekends only, and 
15805 kHz will be on the air today Saturday until tomorrow 
Sunday at 1600 UTC.  
 
Right now at 1030 UTC 15805 is audible in many of Europe 
(except close to the transmitter site) including Ireland, 
western UK, Northern Scandinavia, Switzerland/Austria, 
Italy, Iceland and on the East coast of North America (New 
Hampshire).  Please note that modulation on 15805 kHz is 
not perfect; not good in LSB or USB, but fair in wide AM.   
 
WMR is also audible from www.wmr.radio 
 
Best 73s 
Stig Hartvig Nielsen, 
World Music Radio 
(via HCDX) 
 

GUATEMALA    
Radio Truth on Air {again}. 
I have good news: Radio Truth is on the air with full power. 
After some checking, I decided to start transmitter. When I 
put power on, there happened a strong explosion on Module 
B, but transmitter went on the air with 300 watts power. Then 
I installed a spare Module, and it came on the air with full 
power. 
 
I still need to get the 15 A, 600 V. thermal fuse though. I 
adapted a regular 15 A, 250 V fuse for the mean time. That’s 
a very difficult fuse to get in Guatemala. 
 
I will keep you informed. May God bless you. 
(Edgar Amilcar Madrid-GTM  Radio Truth, 
<radioverdad5@yahoo.com, via WWDXC Top News> 
 

HUNGARY     
DRM mode shortwave broadcasts in Budapest, Hungary. 
 
On June 1st the capital of Hungary, Budapest, started being 
covered by DRM signals in shortwave. This is the 
culmination of a long technological development of radio 
broadcasting in Hungary, which started already in the early 
1890s. 
 
The DRM standard had just been ITU recommended in 2004 
when the Communications Authority of Hungary, in co-
operation with the Department of Broadband 
Infocommunications Systems of the Budapest University of 
Technology, began to monitor DRM broadcasts in the 
traditional AM bands. 
 
This service, though now operated jointly by the Authority 
and an external company called SZOMEL Kft., is still live 
and available here. 
 
The next important milestone was in 2008 when Antenna 

file:///E:/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/Oztrail%20Columns/2014/shango12@gmail.com
https://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2019/06/frequency-changes-of-cnr-1-in-drm-mode.html
https://swldxbulgaria.blogspot.com/2019/06/frequency-changes-of-cnr-1-in-drm-mode.html
radioverdad5@yahoo.com
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Hungaria, Hungary's national broadcasting company, 
transmitted the programme of the Hungarian Catholic Radio 
using the DRM standard on medium wave for a month. 
 
A significant decision taken also by Antenna Hungaria was 
the installation of a new, state-of-the-art two megawatt high 
power AM (medium wave) transmitter purchased from 
Nautel in 2017. It is also DRM capable and for a few days 
during its installation DRM was on air again in Hungary with 
an unprecedented transmission power. Its signal reached as 
far as Malaysia. 
 
The Budapest University of Technology joined the DRM 
effort in 2015. 
 
"As specialists dealing with various broadcasting standards, 
we are enthusiastic about the opportunities of DRM and we 
wanted to join the professional activity of the DRM 
Consortium" ? explains Csaba Szombathy, head of the 
broadcasting laboratory which started a 1-year DRM 
broadcast on 1 June 2019. 
 
The current short wave DRM transmission performed from 
the university has two main objectives: partly to demonstrate 
the value-added possibilities of DRM (xHE-AAC coding, 
slideshows and Journaline advanced text services 
accompanying the audio content), and partly to provide an 
opportunity for  receiver manufacturers to test their products 
in real life. Since this is not a public or commercial service, 
the modulation parameters (transmission mode, SDC and 
MSC constellations, interleaving depth, etc.) can be freely 
changed at any time. 
 
Developers are, therefore, welcome to perform field tests 
with their devices in Budapest working in close co-operation 
with the broadcasting team of the Department of Broadband 
Infocommunications Systems and Electromagnetic Theory 
of the Budapest University of Technology. The landscape of 
the Hungarian capital is particularly interesting because the 
town is partly built on a flat area, partly on hills. The two 
sides are separated by the river Danube and are exhibiting 
various interesting wave propagation phenomena. 
 
The transmitted content is a 24-hour program, played out in 
a loop, compiled by the media partner of the project, Radio 
Maria. Initially, AAC coding is used, but the intention is to 
migrate to the most advanced xHE-AAC codec and to add 
Journaline along with a slideshow. The Fraunhofer Institute 
in Erlangen, Germany, provides substantial support for this 
upgrade. 
 
The technical parameters of the demonstration broadcast 
in Budapest, Hungary, are as follows: 
* Frequency: 26060 kHz 
* EIRP: approximately 100 W 
* Antenna: 5/8 l monopole 
* Transmission time: 24/7 
 
<https://www.drm.org/drm-on-air-in-hungary-since-1st-
june/> 
 
(Digital Radio Mondiale, June 13; via Mike Terry-UK, wor 
BrDXC-UK ng) 
 

MEXICO 
6185, Radio Educación, Ciudad de México, seems to be out 
of air for the last three days, missing when I checked near 

closing time, 0430-0500. No audio and no carrier detected 
here in Reinante. (Méndez) _ Hard-Core-DX mailing list 
Hard-Core-DX@hard-core-dx.com 
http://montreal.kotalampi.com/mailman/listinfo/hard-core-
dx 
http://www.hard-core-dx.com/ 
(Manuel Méndez, HCDX) 
 

NIGERIA 
Now on 11769.903 kHz at 1945 til 2006 UT on June 29. 
 
In western Europe remote SDR net S=9+15dB in Blackpool 
UK, S=9+10dB in Holland, S=9 signal in Cape Canaveral 
Florida too. 
S=5-6 signal in Rochester NY state. 
Before 19.30-20.00 UT seemingly Fulfulde language. 
Then from 20.00 UT in Hausa language section. 
 
In eastern Austria, Hungary and northeastern Italy VoNIG 
signal suffered by CRI German on 11775 kHz sideband 
adjacent QRM. 
(Wolfgang Bueschel) 
 

RUSSIA     
In a short time, through a powerful radio center located in 
Kamchatka Yelizovo, it is planned to distribute the broadcast 
of Purga Radio to the entire territory of the Chukotka 
Autonomous Region. 
 
From an interview with Nikolai Garanin, Head of the 
Television and Radio Workshop of the city of Anadyr of the 
RTRS Branch "Delnoeostochny Regional Center" 
 
For us, the best option was to use the capabilities of the 
Kamchatka radio center, equipped with a 100-kilowatt radio 
transmitter, thanks to which residents of remote areas of 
Chukotka can receive the signal, having the most simple 
radio receivers that receive short waves. 
 
Thus, it will be possible to promptly deliver news and other 
programs to the workers of the reindeer-breeding brigades, 
fishermen, hunters, geologists and prospectors. We have 
already checked the range of radio signal coverage from 
Kamchatka, which is about 90% of the territory of Chukotka, 
which is a lot. Specialists set up a diagrammatic field, and 
its focus on Chukotka had to be regulated for almost four 
months in order to cover the territory as much as possible. 
All technical moments are coordinated with the center in 
Moscow. Information about the frequencies at which it is 
supposed to broadcast, we will give separately." 
 
Excerpt from the material of the portal "Far North". 
<https://vk.com/club171176221> 
(Anatoly Klepov-RUS, RUSdx #1033 via wwdxc BC-DX 
TopNews June 16) 
 

EQUIPMENT NEWS 
Universal Radio has posted a product page for the new Eton 
Elite Satellit. Pre-Order 
 
As they have done in the past, Universal is offering a “pre-
order” discounted price of $349.95 that will not be charged 
to the buyer until the unit actually ships. 
 
Availability 
Universal expects the Elite Satellit to ship sometime in the 
4th Quarter of 2019. 

https://www.drm.org/drm-on-air-in-hungary-since-1st-june/
https://www.drm.org/drm-on-air-in-hungary-since-1st-june/
http://www.hard-core-dx.com/
https://vk.com/club171176221
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I gather the Elite Satellit is still very much in the design and 
development stage, so I would even take the expected 
availability date with a grain of salt. Much may depend on 
how well the initial prototypes perform in evaluations. With 
that said, I’m sure Eton will do all they can to have the Elite 
Satellit ready for the 2019 holiday season. 
 
Not a hoax–! 
I’ve gotten a number of emails and comments from readers 
asking if the Elite Satellit is a hoax. I can assure you it is not.  
 
I get why so many are sceptical, though. It’s not often that a 
legacy receiver–one that’s been off the market for nearly a 
decade–is re-introduced with an identical chassis, and with 
the promise of some internal upgrades. In fact, I can’t think 
of a time this has happened in the past. 
Features and Specifications 
 
All we know about the Elite Satellit is what is mentioned in 
Universal’s product description: 
 

 
 
The Eton Elite Satellit is simply the finest full-sized portable 
in the world. The Elite Satellit is an elegant confluence of 
performance, features and capabilities. The look, feel and 
finish of this radio is superb. The solid, quality feel is second 
to none. The digitally synthesized, dual conversion 
shortwave tuner covers all long wave, mediums wave (AM) 
and shortwave frequencies. HD Radio improves audio 
fidelity and adds additional programming without a 
subscription fee. Adjacent frequency interference can be 
minimized or eliminated with a choice of three bandwidths 
[7.0, 4.0, 2.5 kHz]. The sideband selectable Synchronous 
AM Detector further minimizes adjacent frequency 
interference and reduces fading distortion of AM signals. IF 
Passband Tuning is yet another advanced feature that 
functions in AM and SSB modes to reject interference. AGC 
is selectable at fast or slow. High dynamic range permits the 
detection of weak signals in the presence of strong signals. 
All this coupled with great sensitivity will bring in stations 
from every part of the globe. Organizing your stations is 
facilitated by 500 user programmable presets with alpha 
labelling, plus 1200 user definable country memories, for a 
total of 1700 presets. You can tune this radio many ways 
such as: direct shortwave band entry, direct frequency entry, 
up-down tuning and scanning. Plus you can tune the bands 
with the good old fashioned tuning knob (that has new 
fashioned variable-rate tuning). There is also a dual-event 
programmable timer. Whether you are listening to AM, 
shortwave, FM or FM-HD, you will experience superior 
audio quality via a bridged type audio amplifier, large built in 
speaker and continuous bass and treble tone controls. RDS 
is included. Stereo line-level output is provided for recording 
or routing the audio into another device such as a home 

stereo. The absolutely stunning LCD has 4 levels of 
backlighting and instantly shows you the complete status of 
your radio. 
 
Many receiver parameters such as AM step, FM coverage, 
beep, kHz/MHz entry etc., can be set to your personal taste 
via the preference menu. The Elite Satellit has a built in 
telescopic antenna for AM, shortwave and FM reception. 
Additionally there is a switchable antenna jack (PAL male) 
for an external antenna. Universal will offer antenna jack 
adapters. 
 
This radio comes with a protective carry bag and AC adapter 
or may be operated from four D cells (not included). The 
Eton Elite Satellit is for world explorers who want to travel 
first class. 
 
I agree with Post contributor Guy Atkins: the Elite Satellit 
appears to be based on the Eton E1 analogue circuitry. Guy 
points to three clues in this recent comment: 
 
Exact same three I.F. bandwidths as on the E1 (7.0, 4.0, 2.5 
kHz). If this is a DSP radio, why only these three 
bandwidths? 
 
Selectable sideband synchronous AM detector, as found in 
the E1. I’m not aware of any SiLabs chips that can provide 
*selectable* sidebands on sync AM. 
 
I.F. passband shift control. Again, this is not a feature in any 
consumer DSP radio I know of. 
 
Of course, all of the specifications Universal has published 
are “preliminary and subject to change.” 
(The SWLing Post) 
 

PUBLICATIONS 
The latest version of the A19 International and C&OTB 
broadcaster schedules pdf has been uploaded to the WRTH 
website. 
 
This download is available free of charge and includes the 
transmission schedules from 180+ International and 
Clandestine/Target broadcasters, arranged by country. 
 
For maximum usability, these schedules are in the same 
format and use the same names/sites and codes as the 
printed World Radio TV Handbook. 
 
If you have already downloaded the A19 file previously, I 
would recommend replacing it with the new version as this 
has a significant number of changes and updates (shown in 
blue throughout the file) over the original. 
 
There are a number of free schedule compilations available 
on the web, some (or many) of which use at least part (or 
some) of our data – which is flattering. What makes ours 
different is that when used together with the printed WRTH, 
our schedules files and in-season updates, you get: 
 

• Full contact details of all the broadcasters 
mentioned, plus all those domestic stations from 
every nation; 

• Numbers and powers of transmitters, both 
Shortwave and Medium/Longwave; 

• Reference material; 
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• Equipment reviews; 
• Articles about broadcasters, antennas, etc. 

 
All of this goes into making WRTH usable and current, all 
year long. 
(Sean Gilbert, WRTH) 

  
NEW HISTORY MATERIAL AT 

 
<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, June 2, 2019  --  About 25 years 
ago, a postcard turned up depicting the "Government Wireless Station" in 
Stanley, the Falkland Islands,  Seeking more information, we sent it down 
to the Falkland Islands Broadcasting Station to see if they could provide 
some more specific information.  Under "DX History/Stations," we have 
posted the card and the FIBS reply, together with two sets of Falkland 
Islands "radio communications" postage stamps, one of which is on a 1962 
Falklands first day cover.  The first North American logging of FIBS 
shortwave, then on 3958 kc., was in July 1958, and was accomplished by 
ace DXer John Beaver of Canon City, Colorado.  Loggings by others , 
including Don Jensen, followed, but the whole affair was deemed 
"impossible" by some die hards.  It played out in the pages of the NNRC 
Bulletin from August 1958 to February 1961, and you can read it all (and 
see DNJ's Falklands QSL) here.  --  And Adrian Peterson has supplied this 
new entry under "Specialized Resources/Wavescan":  "The Shortwave 
Station in England that Refused to Die:  The Woofferton Story - 2" 
(Wavescan N535, May 26, 2019)  
 
<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, June 9, 2019  --  Under "DX 
History/Philately," we have posted two postal covers from England 
featuring Trevor Baylis, inventor of the BayGen Freeplay wind-up radio.  
One, dated 1999, features a picture of Baylis with a couple of his radios, 
and his signature.  The other is a "commemorative coin" cover, issued and 
postmarked in 2001 on the centenary of Marconi's historic transatlantic 
transmission.  The Marconi story is told on the back.  The cover also bears 
Canadian postage and postmark, plus a two pound British coin, and 
Baylis's signature, and an insert about him.  On the Freeplay, here is a 
summary of the receiver from the 1997 Passport to World Band Radio 
(reproduced with permission).  < 
http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/Philately/1997-PWBR-pp-106-107.pdf> 
For Larry Magne's full review of the receiver, see the October 1996 issue 
of Monitoring Times (pg. 94) at AmericanRadioHistory.com < 
https://www.americanradiohistory.com/Monitoring-Times.htm> And for still 
more, search for "BayGen" in the Media Network Vintage Vault < 
http://jonathanmarks.libsyn.com/webpage/category/Media%20Network%2
0Archives > 
 
<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, June 16, 2019  --  Colin Miller in 
Ontario has sent us another piece of South African broadcasting history, a 
booklet, "Broadcasting Centre-Johannesburg," which was published circa 
1980.  It is posted in "DX History/Stations," along with a set of SENTECH 
QSLs, which were issued some 15 years later for various broadcasts from 
Meyerton. 
 
<www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, June 23, 2019  --  It's back to Iowa 
this time (also Idaho), with some "new" postcards under "Specialized 
Resources/Radio Postcards."  First we have posted a file containing 
postcard views of these Iowa stations:  (1) ABC affiliate KBUR in Burlington; 
(2) & (3) two postcards from KICD, Spencer, the second one displaying four 
inset views of the station in different years; (4) KTNT, Muscatine, 
postmarked in 1929; (5) WAAC, located in Hotel Savrey, Des Moines; (6) 
the tall, on-the-roof towers of WHO, Des Moines; and (7) WMT, Montrose 
Hotel, Cedar Rapids.  Second, there is a file with two "invitation to listen" 
postcards, one from KRNT, Des Moines, inviting listeners to tune in to the 
"America's Town Meeting of the Air" program in 1945, the other from KXEL, 
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids, inviting listeners to tune in to the "Victory 
Hour."   Third, there is a file with two postcard views of KFXD, Nampa, 
Idaho.  And finally, there is a photo of the KFXD transmitter site, with a 
postcard view inset.       

                    (Jerry Berg)⧫ 
 

 
 
Editor: John Wright 
 
E-mail: dxer1234@gmail.com 
 
The Listening Post is all about you, past future and present 
tense.  Members are interested in reading about how you 
started in the hobby, and what you have been doing radio-
wise recently. But we also want to hear about the person 
lurking behind the dials, so feel free to slip in a bit of more 
general life-based discussion. Too, this is the place to 
discuss any and all topics of current interest to radio 
hobbyists, but let’s keep it light and respectful. 
 
We start with Max McLellan from Cardiff near Newcastle. 
 
Good day all. Tommy Dodds was a master carpenter at 
BHP. In 1957 the blokes at work said that, Tommy Dodds 
was interested in radio. Tom says I. You have an interest in 
radio? 
“Yes” came the reply, but then I lost interest when you had 
to BUY stuff for it. Oh? What did you listen to? There was 
nothing to listen to, no radio stations like today. You could 
listen to shipping and an amateur bloke in Sydney used to 
broadcast music. Times have changed. 
 
My Dad, would pull things apart and have parts left over, 
He’d mucked up a smoothing plane. I took it to Tommy for 
fixing, he pulled it apart and named all the pieces, 
sharpened the iron, instructed me on its reassembly. To 
prove how well it cut. Tommy took s piece of softwood, about 
2 X 1, and proceeded to take shavings as thin as tissue 
paper off the end grain. We, both, at the same time 
wondered what the red stuff was on the wood. Blood, he had 
shaved 3mm of meat and fingernail off the tip of his thumb 
without feeling it. 
 
Regards All Max, VK2TTI 
 
Okay, here is one for all you Dxers in Queensland. SIBC on 
your doorstep! 
 
►Ron Howard, listening at Asilomar State Beach, Calif. 
(Etón E1, antenna: 30m long wire)  
 
SOLOMON ISLANDS. 9545 (closer to 9544.98?), SIBC 
(presumed), 0423-0459* UTC, June 28.  
 
For a long time now I have routinely checked here between 

www.ontheshortwaves.com
www.ontheshortwaves.com
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0430 and 0500, as it was several  years ago I often heard 
SIBC till 0500*, but not heard for a long time now, so a very 
nice surprise  today to tune in and hear some definite audio, 
with a signal that very slowly improved; could not make out 
the language and no ID, but am fairly certain it was SIBC, 
returned again; announcers playing pop songs; sounded 
like a commercial announcement or PSA; cut off in mid-
song; in the past their normal closing down time was 0500*; 
heard today with a normal audio level, unlike  5020, which 
has virtually no audio here in California. Honiara sunset at 
0710 UT.  
 
Perhaps an Australian/New Zealand DXer can make a 
positive confirmation?           ♠ 
 
 
 

 
Broadcast Band & FM News     
Editor: John Wright 
 
E-mail: dxer1234@gmail.com 
 
Postal contributions to John Wright, 71 Hilton Avenue, 
Roselands 2196 N.S.W. 
 
 
We will start off with notes from Phil Brennan. 
 
Phil Brennan, Darwin NT 
Receiver: Afedri SDR rev 6.0 
Antenna: Wellbrook ALA1530 LNPro up 11m 
Software: SDR Console 3.10 
 
610 Voice of the People of HCMC, HCMC, VTN. Music 

show. Fair to good. 1356, 29/06. Brennan 
 
1420 KKEA ESPN, 1420, Honolulu. Some sort of ball 

game. Fair. 1305, 29/06. Brennan 
 
1540 KREA Hawaii Radio Seoul, Honolulu. KK talk 

(lecture?). Fair to good. 1312, 29/06. Brennan 
 
1570 KUAU Maui’s Christian Radio, Haiku. Poor but 

there. Music and talk. 1315, 29/06. Brennan 
 
Thanks Phil! 
 
The next set of notes is mind blowing. Yes, I can recall in 
March 1982, (April 1982edition of the ARDX News), was 
from the Cook Islands! I had the first wife/honeymoon there 
as I visited the Radio Cook Islands, Norea Tangaroa was 
the engineer! The marriage last 7 years and 364 days!  
 
Chris Rogers Pakenham Victoria. 
  
My dxing friend Dave Headland and I spent 9 days on a 
dxpedition to the Island of Rarotonga in the Cook Islands. It 
was 30 years since we dxed there together. We chose a 
house on the Island that favoured the direction of  North 
American and South American signals. The large 
mountainous peaks on the Island of Rarotonga can block 

the path of the area you may be interested in listening to, so 
you have to choose your location on the 32 km 
circumference island carefully. 
 
What we discovered was massive North American and 
South American signals on medium wave on nearly every 
10khz frequency coming in about an hour before sunrise 
and lasting for at least 11 hours Despite exhausting 9 and 
10 hour listening sessions every night, there were many 
stations heard that remain unidentified, as the shear volume 
of stations mixing on each frequency and ultimately lack of 
time worked against us. It was a fantastic dxpedition and 
reminded us a lot of the old Coolum Beach days. The loop 
antennas were invaluable for nulling out the North American 
stations from the South American stations. 
  
Equipment: Drake R8B, JRC NRD 545 
Antennas: 40” amplified box loop. PK amplified 20” loop, 
PA0RDT mini whip. 
  
570     KLAC Los Angeles USA gd E/E id “LA Sports 

Home of the Dodgers” 0727 17/6 
580     KMJ  Fresno USA fair id E/E “KMJ 580 Now” 0928 

16/6 
590     KSSK  Honolulu Hawaii vgd E/E Top 40 prgm ids 

"92.3 KSSK" 0648 23/6 
590     Radio Continental Buenos Aires Argentina gd E/E 

songs S/S ids as Radio Continental 0855 22/6 
600     KOGO San Diego USA gd E/E id “News radio 600 

KOGO” 0609 17/6 
650     KPRP  Honolulu Hawaii gd E/E id “Radio 650 AM 

and global streaming this is KPRP Pinoj Power 
radio” 1103 18/6 

720     KDWN Las Vegas USA gd E/E id "101.5 and 720 
AM KDWN Las Vegas" 1105 20/6 

740     KTRH Houston USA gd ads E/E id "KTRH traffic 
centre" 1049 20/6 

770     RCN La Radio Bogota Colombia gd in S/S with nx 
prgm "La radio" ids.  0639 21/6 

780     KKOH Reno USA gd nx and talk E/E id "on news 
talk 780 KKOH" 0622 21/6 

810     Caracol Radio Bogota Colombia fair S/S nx prgm 
Caracol ids 0443 20/6 

820     WBAP  Fort Worth USA gd E/E traffic report for 
Texas id “WBAP@WBAP.COM” 0605 20/6 

830     KHVH Honolulu Hawaii gd E/E id "News radio 830 
KHVH" 0524 23/6 

840     WHAS  Louisville USA E/E id 0530 “News radio 
840 WHAS” into Coast to Coast program 20/6 

846     Radio Kiribati strong carrier with very low audio 
and island mx cutting in and out txer issues 0544 
21/6 

850     KOA Denver USA gd “KOA News Radio your 
weather station” 0632 18/6 

850     Radio Carve Montevideo Uruguay fair over KOA 
tlk program s/s Radio Carve ids. 0756 20/6 

880     KRVN Lexington USA gd E/E id “news and 
weather 880 KRVN” 0531 18/6 

880     Radio Union Lima Peru gd S/S "Radio Union id's 
and ads 1020 23/6 

940     KFIG Fresno USA fair E/E Espn sports radio id 
1029 id “940 AM ESPN” 17/6 

file:///L:/Drive%20E/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/2016%20ADXN/dxer1234@gmail.com
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940     Super Rede Boa Vontade Rio De Janeiro Brasil 
fair P/P religious prgm 0449 21/6 

960     KKNT Phoenix USA fair E/E id "960 AM KKNT The 
Patriot" 0831 21/6 

980     RCN Cali Colombia fair S/S ids "La Radio" into nx 
prgm 0322 21/6 

1017   A3Z Nukualofa Tonga exc sports report in E/E 
them lcl mx 0738 19/6 

1020   KTNQ  Los Angeles USA exc S/S programming id 
0800 16/6 “KTNQ 1020 AM Los Angeles” 

1050   KTCT San Mateo USA gd E/E id 0700 “KNBR 
1050 ESPN radio” 0700 17/6. 

1070   KNX Los Angeles USA exc E/E “KNX news radio 
traffic and weather together” 0746 16/6 

1080   KRLD Dallas USA vg E/E id “1080 KRLD Your 
news all day” 0659 17/6 

1000   Mil AM Mexico City Mexico gd S/S ids between 
Mexican songs 1003 18/6 

1000   KOMO Seattle USA gd E/E nx with id at 1031 “This 
is KOMO Seattle” 18/6 

1010   KIQI San Francisco USA fair S/S programs id at 
0755 "KIQI La Grande" 21/6 

1080   KRLD Dallas USA vg E/E id “This is news radio 
1080 KRLD the station Texas counts on for news 
traffic and weather, your news now” 0420 20/6 

1100   KFAX San Francisco USA gd E/E religious prgm 
id 0800 “AM 1100 KFAX San Francisco” 

1110   KFAB Omaha USA gd E/E id “news radio 1110 
KFAB” 0819 16/6 

1120   KPNW Eugene USA vg E/E id “News radio 1120 
KPNW” 0808 16/6 

1130   KWKH Shreveport USA E/E poor xed " AM 1130 
KWKH" id into Fox sports radio 0458 23/6 

1130   Radio Nacional Rio De Janeiro Brazil gd P/P 
religious mx Nacional Brasilia id's and frequencies 
0900 20/6 

1140   KXST Las Vegas USA gd E/E CBS sports prgm id 
between lcl ads "KXST AM 1140" 0458 23/6 

1150   KEIB Los Angeles USA gd E/E id 0609 “You are 
listening to AM 1150 The Patriot an iheart radio 
station” 18/6 

1160   KSL Salt Lake City USA vg E/E id 0647 “1160 KSL 
Salt Lake City Utah” 18/6 

1170   KFAQ  Tulsa USA gd id E/E “Talk radio 1170 
KFAQ” 0900 16/6 

1180   Radio Marti Marathon USA gd  USA S/S political 
nx program Radio Marti ids 0550 21/6 

1190   Radio Nacional Tucuman Argentina gd S/S nx 
"Radio Nacional" ids 22/6  1022 22/6 

1200   WOAI San Antonio USA gd  E/E id “WOAI local 
news” and “WOAI traffic scanner”  1003 16/6 

1220   XEB Mexico City Mexico exc S/S classical mx ids 
“La B Grande” 0930 17/6 

1260   KSUR Beverly Hills USA fair E/E id " Cruising 
oldies are here on LA Oldies KSURF" 

1280   Radio Tupi Rio De Janeiro Brasil gd P/P with ads 
and "Super Radio Tupi" ids 0927 22/6 

1310   KMKY Oakland USA Radio Punjab fair xed E/E id 
at 0700 "You are listening to KMKY on AM 1310 
Oakland San Francisco and 92.9 FM" 

1320   KIFM West Sacramento USA gd E/E Epsn sports 
radio id 1000 "KIFM 1320" 23/6 

1360   Radio Bienestar Lima Peru exc classical mx 
frequent ids 0320 16/6 

1410   Radio Simpatia  Valeria Venezuela gd  lcl mx S/S 
id’s with echo 0936 17/6 

1410   CFTE Vancouver Canada gd E/E “This is 1410 AM 
Bloomberg Radio Vancouver” 1021 18/6 

1420   KKEA Honolulu Hawaii vg E/E id “Espn sports 
radio Honolulu” exc 0716 16/6 

1460   KIOW Salinas USA gd with nx id E/E “Powertalk 
1460 AM & 101 FM an iheart radio station”0902 
18/6 

1460   Radio Nuevo Continente Bogota Colombia vg lcl 
mx s/s ids 0346 20/6 

1470   Vaughan Radio Lima Peru. exc E/E S/S lessons id 
on the hour in E/E 0300 16/6 

1500   Radio Santa Rosa Lima Peru vg S/S song 
frequent ids by FA 0312 16/6 

1510   Radio Naval Guayaquil Ecuador gd time pips over 
other stations on frequency with S/S 
announcements every minute. There most nights 
for many hours 0346 18/6 

1510   Radio Monumental Quito Equador gd S/S lcl mx 
frequent ids between songs 0522 18/6 

1520   Su Presencia Radio Bogota Colombia vg E/E 
swing mx frequent ids between songs 0355 16/6 

1530   KFBK Sacramento USA vg E/E id “93.1 news 
radio KFBK” weather report 1105 16/6 

1540   KMPC Los Angeles USA vg K/K prgm E/E id 0500 
50000 watts Radio Korea KMPC Los Angeles" 
21/6 

1566   TWR Parakou Benin weak carrier 0308 s/on with 
interval signal 0314 Christ mentions and religious 
programming in lcl language got weaker to fade 
out after 0400 18/6 

1570   KUAU Haiku Hawaii exc E/E religious programs 
0622 19/6 

1570   XERF La Poderosa Mexico vg S/S id on half hour 
with pips "XERF LA Poderosa 1570 amplitud 
modulada" 0430 23/6 

1580   KBLA  Santa Monica USA exc E/E in on the hour 
“KBLA Santa Monica Los Angeles” 0800 22/6 then 
S/S programming 

1590   KVTA Ventura USA vg E/E id “Ventura's county 
news talk station KVTA” 0939 16/6 

1610   CHHA Toronto Canada fair in S/S with id on hour 
as "Radio Voces Latinas 1610" 0700 21/6 

1620   WDHP Frederiksted Virgin Islands gd Carribean 
mx E/E id “The Reef 103.5 FM” 0412 18/6 

1640   KDIA Vallejo USA exc Bible answers live prgm E/E 
0631 16/6 

1670   KHPY Moreno Valley USA gd S/S religious 
programming 0526 17/6 

1690   KDMT Denver USA vg E/E id “Denver’s Money 
Talk 1690” 0847 16/6 

1700   XEPE Tecate Mexico vg S/S “1700 ESPN” id into 
sports 0802 18/6 

 
WOW! Amazing!-JW 
 
►Chris Martin, Ormeau Qld. 
 
Another interesting month on the MW Band with some 
strong signals coming thru. I always make the effort to tune 
around during the ‘sunset enhancement’ as I find the signals 
then at most interest. Have heard R. Naval, Guayaquil here 
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at home around 0730z and R. Progreso 890, Cuba strong 
on June 27th at 0711z. Yanks are making their way back 
now we have passed the solstice. Happy listening. 
  
MW Trail.Chris Martin, Ormeau Qld. 
  
558       0715    Radio Fiji One, Suva absolutely obliterating 

4GY in Fijian. 
670       0750    R.Rebelde, Santa Clara Cuba. Dominant 

with Cuban vocals // 5025 
740       0738    KTRH Houston C2C-AM  with item on 

UFO’s over Washington. In clear. 
830       1022    KHVH Honolulu. M/a “Honolulu’s News 

Radio 830 KHVH”. Strong 
840       0707    KMPH Modesto on religion. Dominant over 

WHAS. 
880       0731    KRVN Lexington w/ Nebraska wx. Splatter 

from 4BH. 
890       0722    R.Progreso, Chambas, Cuba with 

Merengue mx. Dominant o/ KDXU. 
1000     1100    XEOY Mil, Mexico DF w/Mex anthem. Big 

het & 4TAB splatter. 
1020     0658    KTNQ Los Angeles w/spot in EE for ‘US 

Tax Bureau’. Strong. 
1050     0714    KTCT San Mateo v. strong w/sport, relay 

of KNBR 68. 
1070     0750    KNX Los Angeles w/finance report. Hets 

w/4SB. 
1420     0653    KKEA Honolulu . M/a“ESPN Radio, 

Honolulu now at 92.7 FM”   
  
Antenna 450m,  aimed 70deg. Radio is an AOR 7030+        
 
Another set of wonderful notes. Those cane fields are 
tempting. JW! 
 
►Craig Seager, DxPeditioning to Pt. Plomer in the 
Limeburner National Parl, north of Port Macquarie (with 
NRD-545, Airspy HF+, EWE, W6LVP Loop) 
 
558 R.Fiji.  Talks in Fijian, could have been nx, 1935. 

Xed rugby league commentary, 29/6 (Seager-P) 
585 NBC, Port Moresby. Continuous mx 1246, well 

under 2WEB.  Fair to good on 30/6 (Seager-P) 
1020 KTNQ, Los Angeles. Not bad, SS talks 1040, fair 

on peaks, 30/6 (Seager-P) 
1040 KLHT, Honolulu.  Very good w/religious pxing 

0843, pretty much in the clear, 30/6 (Seager-P) 
1150 KEIB, Los Angeles. Talk format w/phone-in, fair 

0846, 30/6 (Seager-P) 
1089 CNR6, Fuzhou.  Very good over the locals, CC 

talks and mx 1047, 29/6 (Seager-P) 
1100 KFAX, San Francisco. Very good indeed 

w/Gospel pxing 1234.  Something much weaker 
bubbling away underneath, 30/6 (Seager-P) 

1180 R.Marti, Marathon.  SS talks 0855, //6030, 20/6 
(Seager-P) 

1220 XEB, Mexico City.  Mostly continuous mx, good on 
peaks 0845, 29/6 (Seager-P) 

1410 CFTE, Vancouver. Good w/sports nx 0904, then 
had mx, before talk, fair 1/7 (Seager-P) 

1420 KKEA, Honolulu.  Sports pxing, better resolved on 
1419 due to the Aussie on 1422, 0725, 30/6 
(Seager) 

1440 R.Kiribati. Very good w/island singing, leaving 
SBS right down in the mud on occasion, 0856, 1/7 
(Seager-P) 

1470 Vaughan Radio, Lima.  Heard on a couple of 
occasions, quite well. Conversations in simple EE, 
idiomatic discussion 0850, 1/7 (Seager-P) 

1500 KHKA, Honolulu. Sports, Robin Lundberg Show, 
IDs for CBS Sports, 1318, 29/6 (Seager-P). 

1540 KREA, Honolulu.  Talks in KK 0918, under 
another, though. 30/6 (Seager-P) 

1570 XERF, Acuna. Upbeat Mexican mx 1846, fading 
up and down with Hawaii, SS.  Haven’t heard it 
from home for a good while, 29/6 (Seager-P) 

1580 KBLA, Santa Monica.   Very strong w/apparent 
religious px 0843, one that is heard from home, 
but good to hear it armchair level, 29/6 (Seager-P) 

 

A VISIT TO RADIO COOK ISLANDS MW 
TRANSMITTER SITE 
 
By Chris Rogers 
  
There has been a lot of news lately on the internet about the 
impending closure of Radio Cook Islands medium wave 
service on 630 KHz, which will replaced by a FM service on 
the main Island on the frequency of 101 MHz. 
 
Whilst on a DXpedition earlier this month in Rarotonga, my 
long time dxing partner and friend Dave Headland decided 
to visit the MW transmitter site located at Matavera about 5 
kilometres from the main town of Avarua on the Island of 
Rarotonga. 
 
After a phone call to Bluesky Telecommunications who look 
after the technical side of the Government run Radio Cook 
Islands a technician met us at the transmitter building and 
showed us through a rather run down concrete building 
which had boarded up windows and had not seen any 
maintenance for a long time. 
What we discovered inside was a very modern Nautel XR3 
transmitter running at 2.3kw and there was also the remains 
of a gutted older Nautel AMPFET 5kw transmitter. 
Monitoring of the signal over there by us observed 2nd, 3rd 
and also 4th harmonics of the main signal frequency so it 
was obvious to us there are technical issues with the 
existing equipment that hasn’t been addressed for some 
time. 
 
Inspection of the 105 metre MW radio mast that was a gift 
from the NZ government many years ago, also indicated 
extremely dangerous corrosion at the triangular base of the 
mast with rust almost 50% of the way through the structure, 
causing the evacuation and relocation of the students of the 
school where the mast towers over. Apparently the last 
maintenance of the mast was in early 1990 and the salt air 
has clearly taken its toll. There is a delay in the closure of 
the MW service, and removal of the mast, as Bluesky 
telecommunications and contractors try and work out how to 
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remove the mast safely, as there are no riggers on the 
island, nor large cranes. 

 

 
 
When we first arrived in Rarotonga, Radio Cook Islands had 
a FM service on 88.8 MHz right around the island of 
Rarotonga located at three transmitter sites, strategically 
places not to interfere with each other. During the week the 
frequency was changed to 101 mhz. This was probably 
implemented to avoid interference and confusion to listeners 
as there are many other low powered stations in the 88 MHz 
area. 
 
The 101 MHz frequency allocation is an interesting choice, 

because a vast majority of cars on the Island are Japanese 
“grey imports” that have Japanese radios installed in them 
which only cover the Japanese FM band up to 95 MHz and 
which will obviously impact listening to Radio Cook Island 
once 630khz leaves the air. 
 

 
 
Whilst monitoring Radio Cook Islands after the frequency 
change, on air announcements were heard advising the MW 
service at Matavera will be closing in a “week or two” and 
advising listeners to tune to 101 mhz. There was no mention 
of FM frequencies for the other 14 islands in the group 
whose residents will undoubtable suffer the most from the 
loss of reception when the MW service is closed.  
 
Unfortunately for MW Dxers another Pacific MW service is 
closing and will shortly be part of MW history. 
 

Clippings 
Radio Related Stories from the World Press  

Edited by Craig Seager 
 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com 
 
Flat Earth Programs on World's Most 
Powerful Radio Station 
 
MONTICELLO, MAINE -- The world's most powerful radio 
station, 500,000-watt WBCQ in northern Maine will be 
transmitting programs around the world produced by a 
wealthy religious organization proclaiming the earth to be 
flat. 
 
Daily continuous religious programs from "World's Last 
Chance" are scheduled to begin July 8 according to radio 
station owner Allan H. Weiner. 
 
The newly constructed high-power shortwave station and 
gigantic fully rotatable antenna- system is funded by World’s 
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Last Chance, LLC, a Wyoming corporation and religious 
ministry headed by Galal P. Doss, a former Seventh-Day 
Adventist and wealthy cosmetics company owner from 
Egypt. 
 
66-year Weiner and his sister own the FCC license for 
WBCQ which broadcasts "free speech" radio from the far 
northern Maine city of Monticello. 

 
WBCQ sells time to 
broadcasters on its various 
shortwave frequencies, 
including many hours of 
religious broadcasts from 
controversial 86-year old 
"Brother" Ralph Gordon Stair, 
from Walterboro, S.C. 
 
Stair has bought a majority of 
the station's broadcast time 
over several decades. 
 

Galal Doss has a track record of making bizarre prophecies, 
anti-Catholic rantings, and claims that the earth is flat (watch 
one of the organization's "flat earth proof" videos above) and 
that mankind should be using a lunar calendar based on the 
moon phases. Doss' organization will be broadcasting 
exclusively on the new 500K shortwave 24/7 promoting his 
flat earth and religious beliefs as the radio station beams the 
signal around the world from the huge fully rotatable 
antenna. (photo above) 
 
The high-powered broadcasts will be on the shortwave 
frequency of 9.330. Testing is now ongoing with music and 
repeats of WBCQ programming heard daily from about 4 
p.m. until 7 a.m. 
(Don Browne, Southwest Florida Online) 
 

Russia Studies DRM in the FM Band 
 
Marguerite Clark ⋅ 4 days ago 
 
Russia will begin testing the Digital Radio Mondiale digital 
radio standard in the FM Band in July in St. Petersburg. 
DRM tests will begin in St. Petersburg in July.  
 
Russian firms Digiton and Triada TV are working with 
Fraunhofer IIS, RFmondial, chipmaker NXP and others to 
carry out the pilot. 
 
The organizers will install a DRM-capable transmitter mid-
July and begin regular simulcast broadcasts (DRM for FM) 
immediately after site acceptance checks are complete. The 
transmitter will reportedly be on air for six months and have 
an analogue transmitting power of 5 kW and a digital output 
power of 800 W. 
 
This round of tests marks the next step in the country’s DRM 
experimentation and one which some consider to be the last 
phase before full adoption. In addition to featuring simulcast 
broadcasts, the new tests will also use a higher transmission 

power than the previous DRM trials in Russia, which took 
place in 2014 and 2015. 
 
DRM says the main purpose of this latest test is to 
“demonstrate the opportunities and advantages public and 
private broadcasters can derive from implementing the 
standard, as well as to showcase digital radio’s benefits for 
listeners.” 
(Radio World) 
 

Historic Trans-Atlantic Contact made 
on 144 MHz from Cape Verde to 
Guadeloupe 
 
A historic contact was made on Sunday the 16th June 2019 
when the Atlantic was spanned for the first time on 144 MHz. 
 
D41CV on Cape Verde Islands off the coast of Africa 
managed to work FG8OJ in Guadeloupe on 144.174 MHz 
using the FT8 digital mode. The distance was an incredible 
3,867 kms. 
 

 
 
To put that into context, the distance from the west coast of 
Ireland to Newfoundland is 3,000 kms. 
 
The mode of propagation was most likely marine ducting 
with the signal traveling in a layer near the ocean surface. 
 
D41CV was using 500 watts into stacked dipoles while 
FG8OJ was running 100 watts into a 14 element Yagi with 
a 3.7m boom.  D41CV later worked FG4ST who was slightly 
further away at 3,911 kms. This contact was even more 
amazing as this station in Guadeloupe was running just 50 
watts into a simple vertical on FT8. 
(EI7GL Blogspot) 
 

Planetary Orbits May Explain Mystery of 
Sun's 11-Year Cycle 
By Passant Rabie 
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The orbits of Venus, Earth and Jupiter may explain the sun's 
regular 11-year cycle, a new study suggests. 
 
A team of researchers from Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-
Rossendorf (HZDR), a research institute in Dresden, 
Germany, showed that the tidal forces of those three planets 
influence the cycle of solar activity, resolving one of the 
bigger questions in solar physics. 
 
"Everything points to a clocked process," Frank Stefani, a 
researcher at HZDR and lead author of the new study, said 
in a statement. "What we see is complete parallelism with 
the planets over the course of 90 cycles." 
 

 
 
The researchers compared observations of solar activity — 
like sunspots, solar flares and coronal mass ejections — 
from the last thousand years with planetary alignments in 
order to show that there was in fact a correlation, according 
to the statement. 
 
While other stars like the sun go through similar cycles, 
marked by a change in levels of radiation or number and 
size of sunspots, previous models have been unable to 
explain what causes the very regular, 11-year cycle of 
Earth's sun.  
 
However, this new study shows a connection between the 
tidal forces of Venus, Earth and Jupiter — whose 
gravitational pull tugs on the sun's plasma — and the steady 
rhythm of the sun's magnetic activity. "There is an 
astonishingly high level of concordance," said Stefani. 
 
The researchers said they hope to use the same model of 
the sun's magnetic field to more effectively quantify and 
predict space weather events, or solar storms that spew 
potentially harmful radiation. 
 

The study was published May 22 in the journal Solar 
Physics. 
(space.com) 
 

DRM Participates IN MBT Hungary 
Conference and New DRM Module 
Unveiled 
 
The Digital Radio Mondiale Consortium participated for the 
first time in the Meeting of regional Broadcasting 
organizations and Transmitting equipment manufacturers 
(MBT) hosted by Antenna Hungária Zrt. 
 
At the MBT conference, the Consortium representatives had 
a chance to update participants with the latest DRM 
developments across the world showing DRM in action and 
new receiver solutions. 
 

 
 
On May 23, at the meeting, a new DRM module (W102) with 
integrated hard coded baseband decoder was launched by 
Starwaves. The module will be suitable for applications such 
as consumer radios or aftermarket automotive solutions. 
The module contains a high-quality tuner frontend and audio 
DAC as well as a digital input for external audio sources e.g. 
from an external MCU to provide Bluetooth or USB audio. It 
measures only 40x40mm and covers all bands from LW, 
MW, SW to the FM Band (64-108 MHz) in DRM and 
analogue radio. All data services such as Journaline or MOT  
 
Slide Shows can be extracted from the data stream for 
further processing in the target device.  The module will be 
available for order in the 3rd quarter of 2019. 
(DRM Press Release) 
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Ukraine Has Passed Tests of Electronic 
Warfare Station  
19 June 2019 War 953 0  
 
R-330KV1M is an automated shortwave e-warfare station, 
able to penetrate enemy radio communications at a distance 
of dozens of kilometres. Ukroboronprom The first serial 
model of the electronic warfare station R-330KV1M, which 
was manufactured by the Proton Central Design Bureau, 
part of the Ukroboronprom state concern, was successfully 
tested at one of the testing grounds in Kharkiv region, 
according to the press service of Ukroboronprom. According 
to the results of the tests, the station confirmed all the 
specified characteristics by performing the task of 
suppressing the radio system of the “conditional enemy”, 
Ukroboronprom says. It is noted that the R-330KV1M is an 
automated shortwave e-warfare station, able to penetrate 
enemy radio communications at a distance of several 
dozens of kilometres. R-330KV1M allows blocking the work 
of all modern shortwave radio stations, including those that 
are designed specifically to work in conditions of active e-
warfare. "These features are not only unique for Ukraine, but 
they also fully comply with all, including the promising 
requirements for EW stations of NATO countries," the report 
says. Ukroboronprom notes that in fact the Ukrainian army 
received a powerful tool that allows completely "cutting off" 
communications of the enemy's advanced units. 
Ukroboronprom "That is, the enemy can no longer call for 
help, bring artillery, coordinate their actions with other units 
and the like. In modern conditions of combat, this gives a 
decisive advantage both in the defence and in the 
offensive," the concern added. It is also indicated that the R-
330KV1M is part of the R-330UM Mandat complex, which 
also includes stations for hindering ultrashort radio 
communications, radio intelligence and control. At the same 
time, the R-330KV1M e-warfare station can operate both as 
part of the Mandat complex and separately. As UNIAN 
reported, on June 14, the Armed Forces of Ukraine put into 
operation the Spectator-M1 drone. 
 

 
 
Read more on UNIAN: 
https://www.unian.info/war/10590249-ukraine-has-passed-
tests-of-electronic-warfare-station-photo-video.html 
 
(Unian Information Agency) 

Sound of Hope’ Radio Urges Thai 

Government to Release Taiwanese Man 
By Kitty Wang June 18, 2019 
 
Sound of Hope Radio Network staff and supporters held a 
peaceful protest outside the Royal Thai Embassy in 
Washington on June 14. 
 
The protest was organized to request that the Thai 
government free a man who is has been forbidden to leave 
Thailand and is facing possible jail time. His name is Chiang 
Yung-Shin, and his only crime was helping the Sound of 
Hope station set up a radio signal in Taiwan. 
 
Protesters have stated that other factors are also at play. 
Sound of Hope Spokesperson Frank Lee said they are 
making an additional request of the government. 
 
“Please free Mr. Chiang Yung-Shin. And the second request 
is that the Thai government should not follow the Chinese 
Communist Party to suppress the freedom of the press,” he 
said. 
 
He and the other protesters said that the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) has been actively trying to jam their 
signal, as a means to prevent the station’s programming 
from reaching their global audience. Lee also asserted that 
the CCP has been pressuring the governments of 
neighbouring countries to arrest their journalists and other 
staff. 
 
“As far as we know, the Thai authorities are under 
tremendous pressure from the Chinese Communist Party,” 
he said. 
 
The independent radio network has been broadcasting 
uncensored news to people in China for the past 15 years. 
The station transmits into China via shortwave radio 
frequencies that originate from neighbouring countries. 
 
Thai police dismantled Sound of Hope’s radio station in the 
City of Chiang Mai last August. 
 
Sound of Hope listener and Chinese Mainlander Ding 
Xiaoxia told NTD that Sound of Hope exposes the CCP’s 
human rights violations. 
 
“Sound of Hope is a window into the evil persecution, which 
exposes it. The Chinese Communist Party is very afraid of 
it,” he said. 
 
According to “America Daily,” a Pennsylvania-based 
newspaper, the Chinese communist regime jammed other 
networks’ frequencies, but couldn’t do so for Sound of Hope. 
The regime then began applying pressure on the 
governments of neighbouring countries to arrest Sound of 
Hope staff. 
 
Two staff members were later jailed for 3 years in Vietnam, 
and a station manager in Indonesia was arrested as their 
operations were forcibly closed in 2011. 
 

https://www.unian.info/war/10590249-ukraine-has-passed-tests-of-electronic-warfare-station-photo-video.html
https://www.unian.info/war/10590249-ukraine-has-passed-tests-of-electronic-warfare-station-photo-video.html
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Sound of Hope Radio Network Employee Pat Smile also 
commented on the wrongful charges against Chiang Yung-
Shin, as well as his inability to lawfully leave the country. 
 
“He is not a criminal,” Smile said. “He is doing a good deed 
to help his fellow Chinese people. He is a Taiwanese citizen 
but now he’s in Thailand. And it’s all coming out that it was 
pressured by the CCP.” 
 
During the protest in Washington, the Sound of Hope 
representative presented a letter of appeal from the 
network’s president, Allen Zeng, to the Thai Embassy. The 
representative requested that the Embassy pass the letter 

on to the government.   So far, two U.S. Congressmen 

have also sent letters—one to the Thai Embassy, and one 
to the United States State Department—expressing their 
concerns. 
(NTD) 

 

Utility DX Report     
Editor: John Volpato 
 
E-mail: john@volpato.net 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8q_xuyF7YdbF8jCSdyjmsQ 
 
PO Box 247 
Deakin West   ACT 2600         Ph 0419 621 008 
 
Hello Folks,  
 
Welcome to the Utility column.  
 
Phil Brennan takes the lead with biggest contribution this 
month Thanks Phil - check out those distance on the lower 
frequencies – very impressive.  
Also a great little story from Eddy Waters as well as some 
audio files.   Thanks Eddy! 
 
NAVTEX LOGS 
 
Philip Brennan 
QTH: Darwin, Northern Territory Australia 
Receiver: Afedri SDR rev.6, SDR Console v.3.10 
Antenna: Wellbrook ALA 1530 LNPro 
Software: YaND v.7.0 
   
YYYYMMDD HHMM KHz ID CALL STATION,COUNTRY             
DIST (Km) 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 
20190627 1302 518 $11G JNB Naha ,JPN                    4300  
20190627 1310 518 $11H JNR Moji,JPN                      5146  
20190627 1346 518 $11J DZS Manila,PHL                   3189  
20190627 1351 518 $11G JNB Naha ,JPN                    4300  
20190627 1400 518 $11M XSI Sanya,CHN                    4136  
20190627 1410 518 $11N XSQ Guangzhou,CHN                4384  
20190627 1427 518 $08O ?   Porto Novo, IND              6302 
20190627 1439 518 $11Q XSG Shanghai ,CHN                4941  
20190627 1452 518 $11R XSZ Dalian ,CHN                  5785  
20190627 1501 518 $11S 9WH21 Sandakan,MLA              2483  
20190627 1505 518 $08S ?   Balasore (Orissa), IND       6102 

20190627 1510 518 $11T 9WW21 Miri R, Sarawak, MLA      2637 
20190627 1520 518 $11U 9MG Penang ,MLA                  3910  
20190627 1540 518 $11W HL? Pyongsan,KOR                 5334 
20190627 1552 518 $13A UIK Vladivostok,RSE              6206 
20190627 1620 518 $11C 9VG Singapore ,SNG               3368  
20190627 1645 518 $11E PKX Jakarta ,INS                 2726  
20190627 1652 518 $11F HAS Bangkok  (Nonthaburi),THA  4426  
20190627 1719 518 $08H ?   Veraval, IND                  7570 
20190627 1747 518 $11L VRX Hong Kong, CHN               4278 
20190627 1830 518 $11P XSX Keelung,TWN                  4288  
20190627 1950 518 $11X XVS Ho Chi Minh-Ville ,VTN       3715 
20190627 2015 518 $09B A9M Bahrein,BHR                  9705 
(WOW ed) 

NDB LOGS FOR JUNE 
 
Log Report for Phil Brennan, VK8VWA 
Listening Location: Tiwi NT, PH57kp (12°21'15"S   
130°53'30"E) 
Report Created On Jun 28, 2019 at 13:48 UTC 
Receiver(s): Afedri SDR rev.6.0 
Antenna(s): Wellbrook ALA1530 LNPro 
Software: SDR Console v3.10 
Report Sorted by Date in Ascending order, Frequency 
Range 0.00 - 515.00 kHz 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
YYYY-MM-DD UTC    kHz     Call      km     Location 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2019-06-18 12:00  245.0   HLC 739 Halls Creek, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-18 12:07  272.0   TNK       883   Tennant Creek, Northern 
Territory, Australia 
2019-06-18 12:15  318.0   BR        2608  Brunei, Brunei 
2019-06-18 12:23  340.0   OH        1008  Ambon, Indonesia 
2019-06-18 12:30  348.0   BM 1129  Irarrutu/Babo, Indonesia 
2019-06-18 12:45  350.0   OC 2325  Semarang, Indonesia 
2019-06-19 13:10  215.0 AL 2704 Halim Perdanakusuma, 
Indonesia 
2019-06-19 13:18  221.0   KU 448   Kununurra Apt, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-19 13:22  223.0   PO 1399  BIMA, Indonesia 
2019-06-19 12:57  260.0 PD  1581  Port Hedland, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-19 12:50  401.0   MGD       364   Maningrida, Northern 
Territory, Australia 
2019-06-19 12:36  404.0   KA        1765  Karratha, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-20 14:25  227.0   OOM       2000  Moomba, South 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-20 14:28  230.0   LST       2021  Leinster Apt, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-20 14:31  233.0   NWN       1698  Newman Apt, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-20 14:38  242.0   KOW       1222  Kowanyama, 
Queensland, Australia 
2019-06-20 14:56  251.0   MEK       2044  Meekatharra Apt, 
Western Australia, Australia 
2019-06-20 15:00  255.0   MD        1677  Manado, Indonesia 
2019-06-20 15:16  257.0   VNO       1572  VANIMO, Papua New 
Guinea 
2019-06-20 15:23  264.0   CCY       1378  Cloncurry, Queensland, 
Australia 
2019-06-20 15:18  265.0   PI        3358  Semarang Apt, Indonesia 
2019-06-24 13:54  248.0   WR        2175  Woomera, South 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-24 13:49  268.0   FRT       2077  Forrest, Western 
Australia, Australia 

mailto:john@volpato.net
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8q_xuyF7YdbF8jCSdyjmsQ
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2019-06-24 13:39  287.0   LEC       2172  Leigh Creek, South 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-24 13:03  311.0   EDN       2605  Edinburgh, South 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-24 12:59  320.0   BRM       1117  Broome, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-24 13:12  395.0   MOG       2210  Mount Magnet, Western 
Australia, Australia 
2019-06-24 13:09  396.0   LM        2091  RAAF Learmonth - 
Exmouth Apt, Western Australia, Australia 
2019-06-24 13:21  398.0   HOO       665   Hooker Creek, Northern 
Territory, Australia 
2019-06-24 13:28  398.0   BOU       1512  Boulia, Queensland, 
Australia 
2019-06-24 13:13  407.0   GTE       628   Groote Eylandt Apt, 
Northern Territory, Australia 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Output Generated By WWSU 6.4 (2013, Alex Wiecek - 
VE3GOP, http://www.ve3gop.com) 
Total stations listed -  31 
Total number of stations logged from all listening locations -  
31 
 
6709 UNID ALE callsign SH1 which sounds every 45 
minutes on 6780 UNID CW signal on, which sounded like a 
time signal, only it stopped after 19 beeps, paused and then 
restarted, sent 19 beeps, then stopped, then repeated this 
process over and over. 
 
129.65 (MHz) AM Aussie 613 calling Air Support Services 
(former RAAF Base Fairbairn) advising 14 PAX and 
requiring fuel and a power cart. A gentleman responded “ 
this is Northrop Grumman we can arrive you but we can’t 
provide fuel and the power cart”. Aussie 613 responded 
“disregard request”! 
 
Here is another interesting anecdote from Eddy Waters on 
the benefits of handraulic scanning ; ) 
 
Take it away Eddy: 
 
Hi John. 
I thought you may be interested in a transmission find from 
last night my time. 
 
As I tuned my Watkins-Johnson hf 1000 slowly across 5 
MHz band, I heard a very short CW message at 1103 UTC 
on 5818 kHz.  I tuned it in, and sat on the frequency. 
 
At exactly 1110 UTC, a CW transmission was sent. (I have 
made a recording which is being sent to you). 
 
At 1121 UTC, an Asian lady spoke making what i expect 
were callsigns. This was sent in LSB. (I have made a 
recording which is being sent to you). 
 
At 1125 UTC, two short burst transmissions were sent using 
mil std 188 110A 39 tone. 
 
At 1129 UTC a short transmission was sent in a mode which 
I do not recognise. (I have asked others for help to identify 
it). (I have made a recording which is being sent to you). 

 
At 1132 UTC, the lady spoke again, possibly giving callsigns 
etc. At 1137 UTC a very short ale call was sent. (I have 
made a recording which is being sent to you). 
 
And then off.  No more traffic was sent, and i waited until 
1200 UTC. 
 
My point with all this is, it just shows how much 
patience.................. and a fair bit of luck plays when 
listening to the radio. The signals were not strong, as you 
will note when you hear them. As you know, i am a dial 
twister, not really an SDR listener. 
 
I wonder whether an SDR user would wait like this to hear 
the next part of the transmission or just move on to 
something else.  It just goes to show, that even though 
propagation is less than ordinary, the stations are still there. 
 
Anyway, I just thought this would be of interest to you. 
 

ᴥ 
 

WRTH A19 Bargraph Frequency Guide 
Now Available - Buy your CD or 
Download today! 
   
We are delighted to announce the availability of the new 
WRTH Bargraph Frequency Guide for the A19 season. The 
CD contains the complete, and monitored, A19 international 
broadcasts on LW, MW and SW, and fully updated domestic 
shortwave, displayed as a pdf colour bargraph. 

 
There are also other 
pdf and xls files to 
help you get the most 
out of the Bargraph. 
All these files are also 
available on a 
downloadable Zip file.  
 
If you have not yet got 
your copy of WRTH 
2019 then why not 
buy one now. 
Readers in the USA 

can also buy from Amazon.com or Universal Radio Inc. 
 
The CD and Download are only available from the WRTH 
site. Visit our website to find out more and to order a copy. 
I hope you enjoy using this new Frequency Guide. 
 
Nicholas Hardyman 
Publisher 
(via John Adams) 
 
                 ♠ 

http://www.ve3gop.com/

